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Abstract
We revisit the game in which each of several players chooses a pat-
tern and then a coin is flipped repeatedly until one of these patterns is
generated. In particular, we demonstrate how to compute the proba-
bility of any one player winning this game, and find the distribution of
the game’s duration. Our presentation is an extension (and perhaps
a simplification) of the results of Blom and Thornburn [1].
1 Introduction
Blom and Thornburn in [1] outline an experiment where a coin or a die is
flipped or rolled until a particular pattern (such as TTH or 123) is generated.
Different patterns can then be ‘played against’ one another by designating
the winning pattern as the first one that is generated. In [1] however, it is
assumed that the coin is fair and that the patterns are all of the same length.
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In this paper we remove these restrictions; we also aim our presentation at a
wider audience by simplifying the key definitions and ideas.
We build our patterns out of only two possible characters (Tand H) be-
cause the extension to using three or more is trivial.
2 Pattern Generation
Consider performing a sequence of independent trials by flipping a poten-
tially biased coin. Each trial results in a ‘head’ (denoted H in this article)
with a probability p, or ‘tail’ (T) with probability q ≡ 1 − p. Flips continue
until a specific pattern of k consecutive outcomes (e.g. HHTHT) is gener-
ated. In this article, we use calligraphic capital letters (such as S) to denote
a pattern and small letters (such as s1s2 · · · sk) for its individual symbols.
Definition 2.1 (First-Time Generation). Let fi denote the probability that
completing a specific pattern S of length k for the first time will happen
at Trial i. Thereby fi = 0 when i < k, including i = 0. The probability
generating function (PGF) of the corresponding fi sequence is
F (z) ≡
∞∑
i=0
fi · z
i.
The expected (or mean) value of the number of trials to generate the
pattern is then given by F ′(z = 1).
2.1 A key formula
Assume now that trials are repeated indefinitely and generate an ever in-
creasing number of occurrences of pattern S.
Definition 2.2. Let ui denote the probability that Pattern S is completed at
Trial i but not necessarily for the first time. Here ui = 0 when 0 < i < k, but
u0 = 1 (we give the rationale below). Let U(z) be the generating function of
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the u0, u1, u2, . . . sequence. Note that this generating function is not a PGF
since the ui probabilities do not add up to 1.
Definition 2.2 requires an important proviso: consecutive occurrences of
the pattern are not allowed to overlap. Each time Pattern S is generated, the
process is reset and the next completion has to start ‘from scratch’, with none
of the symbols of any one occurrence being available to build the next one.
This implies that not every subsequence of the s1s2 · · · sk symbols (we call it
String S, to emphasize the difference) counts as a completion of Pattern S.
Let us now assume that exactly n trials have been completed (this be-
comes our sample space) and let us expand un according to the trial of
the first occurrence of Pattern S (thus defining a partition of the sample
space). Using the total-probability formula, we deduce
un = f0un + f1un−1 + · · ·+ fnu0 (1)
where each term of the right-hand side, say fiun−i, represents the probability
of completing the first occurrence of S at Trial i, followed by generating yet
another (not necessarily second) occurrence of S at the end of the remaining
n − i trials. The first term with i = 0 is always zero; the last one accounts
for the possibility of no prior occurrence of S, thus explaining the necessity
of choosing u0 = 1. Since the terms represent all possibilities of what can
happen to complete S at Trial n, their sum must equal the left-hand side.
Notice that the RHS of (1) is equal to the coefficient of zn in the expansion
of F (z) · U(z), known as the convolution of the two sequences. It is also
important to realize that (1) is correct for n ≥ 1 but not when n = 0.
Multiplying each side of (1) by zn and summing from 1 to ∞ thus yields
U(z) − 1 = F (z) · U(z)
where the ‘−1’ is to account for the missing u0 on the LHS. Solving for F (z)
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yields
F (z) =
U(z) − 1
1 + (U(z)− 1)
=
(
1 +
1
U(z)− 1
)−1
(2)
2.2 Pattern Overlaps
For our presentation to be concise and readable, we introduce some opera-
tions on strings. Namely, we frequently need to know if and when the last few
symbols of a pattern coincide with the first few symbols of another pattern.
Example 2.1. TTTHTTT overlaps with TTHTTTTHT only at shift 1, 2 and 6
because (red indicates the overlap)
Shift 1 TTTHTT T
TTHTTTT HT
Shift 2 TTTHT TT
TTHTTTT HT
Shift 6 T TTHTTT
TTHTTTT HT
are the only three possibilities.
And similarly, reversing the order now, TTHTTTTHT overlaps with TTTHTTT
overlap only at shift 1 and 5:
Shift 1 TTHTTT THT
TTTH TTT
Shift 5 TT HTTTTH T
TTTH TTT
Definition 2.3 (). Let  be a non-commutative function with two string
arguments which returns the set of shifts at which the first patten overlaps
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with the second one. Namely, when S = s1 · · · sk and W = w1 · · ·wm then
S W := {i | sk−i+1 · · · sk = w1 · · ·wi}.
This set is empty when there are no such overlaps. Note that this definition
implies i ≤ max(k,m).
Definition 2.4 (⊚). Let ⊚ be a non-commutative function with two string
arguments which returns the largest shift possible for an S and W overlap.
S ⊚W := max(i ∈ S W)
where S ⊚W := 0 when S W = ∅.
Definition 2.5 (⊓). Let ⊓ be a non-commutative function with two string
arguments which returns the substring corresponding to the longest S and
W overlap:
S ⊓W := w1 · · ·wS⊚W
(S ⊓ W := sk+1−S⊚W · · · sk is an equivalent definition). Note that S ⊓W is
a zero-length string when S ⊚W = 0.
Example 2.2. Assuming that S = TTTHTTT and W = TTHTTTTHT (the
strings of Example 2.1) we get
S W = {1, 2, 6} W  S = {1, 5}
S ⊚W = 6 W ⊚ S = 5
S ⊓W = TTHTTT W ⊓ S = TTTHT
S  S = {1, 2, 3, 7} W W = {1, 4, 9}
2.3 Finding U(z) and F (z)
Using the same sample space of n trials, consider the probability of obtaining
the symbols s1 · · · sk at the last k of these n trials. This does not necessarily
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mean that Pattern S has been completed at Trial n, since such an occurrence
of String S (as we call it, to differentiate from Pattern S) may overlap with
an earlier completion of the actual pattern and therefore not count as another
completion of Pattern S.
Denote the probability of generating String S in (any) k consecutive trials
by PS . It is clearly given by
PS = p
m(1− p)k−m (3)
where m and k −m are (resp.) the number of H and T symbols in S.
Now, we expand the probability of String S occurring at Trial n (which
is equal to PS for any n ≥ k) according to the trial at which Pattern S has
been been completed during the last k trials, thus:
PS =
∑
ℓǫSS
un−k+ℓ · Psℓ+1···sk (4)
where sk+1 · · · sk = ε (the empty string) and Pε = 1. In this context, one
must understand that when the last k trials contain the symbols s1 · · · sk,
Pattern S must have been completed at exactly one of these trials, and that
only Trials n− k + ℓ with ℓ ∈ S  S are eligible.
Multiplying each side of (4) by zn and summing over n from k to∞ yields
PS · z
k
1− z
=
∑
ℓǫSS
Psℓ+1···sk · z
k−ℓ
∞∑
n=k
un−k+ℓ · z
n−k+ℓ
=
∑
ℓǫSS
Psℓ+1···sk · z
k−ℓ
∞∑
m=0
um+ℓ · z
m+ℓ
=
(
U(z)− 1
)
·
∑
ℓǫSS
Psℓ+1···sk · z
k−ℓ
since 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k and u1 = · · · = uk−1 = 0. Thus, in the
∑∞
m=0 um+ℓ · z
m+ℓ
summation, we are always missing u0, but are including the rest of the U(z)
expansion.
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Based on (2), we get
F (z) =
(
1 + (1− z) ·
∑
ℓǫSS Psℓ+1···sk · z
k−ℓ
PS · zk
)−1
(5)
and can thereby find the PGF of the number of trials to generate, for the
first time, any given pattern.
Example 2.3. Let S = TTHTTTTHT, as in the previous example. We get
F (z) =
(
1 + (1− z) ·
p2q6z8 + pq4z5 + 1
p2q7z9
)−1
.
By expanding this PGF in powers of z, we can extract the individual fi
probabilities (as coefficients of zi). For instance f18 = p
2q7(1 − pq4 − p2q6 −
p2q7) is the probability that S is generated, for the first time, in exactly 18
trials.
3 Playing m Patterns
Let us now assume that we have a collection of m patterns S1, . . . , Sm,
none of them being a substring of any other. The question is: What is
the probability that Si (from this set) is completed before any of the other
patterns, thereby ‘beating’ them and ‘winning’ this game?
Definition 3.1. Let xi,n be the probability of a first time occurrence of Si
(or ‘Pattern i’ for short) at Trial n, without being preceded by any of the
competing patterns. In other words, this is the probability of Si beating all
other patterns in exactly n trials. For consistency we set xi,0 = 0.
3.1 Head-start probabilities
Recall that the string denoted Si consists of the same symbols as the pattern
now denoted i. Completion of String Si does not necessarily imply completion
of Pattern i.
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Definition 3.2. Let fi,n denote the probability of a first-time completion of
Pattern i at Trial n (what was fn of Section 2). Furthermore, let f
(j)
i,n be the
same probability, this time assuming that Pattern j has just been completed
(prior to starting our trials) and that we are allowed to use any of its symbols
to help us generate Pattern i.
Obviously Pattern i cannot utilize more than Sj⊚Si symbols of Pattern
j; having Sj⊓Si as our ‘head start’ thus results in the same f
(j)
i,n probabilities.
Let Fi|j(z) denote their PGF.
To generate Si from scratch, one must first generate Sj⊓Si and then,
independently (which implies convolution of the corresponding PGFs) the
rest of the pattern. Denoting the PGF of Si ⊓ Sj by Fj⊓i(z) we get
Fi(z) = Fj⊓i(z) · Fi|j(z),
easily solved for Fi|j(z) . Note that Fi(z) and Fj⊓i(z) can be found by utilizing
Equation (5).
3.2 Solving for xi,n
Assuming again that a fixed number of n independent trials have been per-
formed, we can expand fi,n according to the trial (say ℓ
th) in which Pattern
j has won the game. Notice that going over all values of ℓ and j creates an
obvious partition of our samples space. So,
fi,n =
m∑
j 6=i
n∑
ℓ=1
xj,ℓ · f
(j)
i,n−ℓ + xi,n (6)
as Pattern i can only win at Trial n.
Multiplying (6) by zn and summing over n from 0 to ∞ converts this
infinite set of equations into a single statement involving the corresponding
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generating functions. Namely:
Fi(z) =
m∑
j 6=i
Xj(z) · Fi|j(z) +Xi(z)
=
m∑
j=1
Xj(z) · Fi|j(z) (7)
by setting Fi|i(z) = 1.
Dividing (7) by Fi(z) converts it into
1 =
m∑
j=1
Xj(z) · Fj⊓i(z)
−1 (8)
which has a simple solution, given by
X = F−11 (9)
where
i. X is a vector of the X1(z), . . . , Xm(z) generating functions,
ii. 1 is a length-m vector with each component equal to 1, and
iii. F is the following matrix


1
F1⊓1(z)
1
F2⊓1(z)
· · ·
1
Fm⊓1(z)
1
F1⊓2(z)
1
F2⊓2(z)
· · ·
1
Fm⊓2(z)
...
...
. . .
...
1
F1⊓m(z)
1
F2⊓m(z)
· · ·
1
Fm⊓m(z)


That is Fi,j = 1/Fj⊓i with i specifying the row index and j the column
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index (note the index reversal).
To find the probability of Pattern i winning the game in any number of
trials, we need to evaluate Xi(z) at z = 1. Since the substitution leads to an
indefinite expression, we have to replace it by the corresponding z → 1 limit
(an easy task for a modern computer).
Example 3.1. For the patterns S = TTTHTTT and W = TTHTTTTHT of
Example 2.2 we have the following F:


1 + (1− z) ·
pq5z6 + pq4z5 + pq3z4 + 1
pq6z7
1 + (1− z) ·
pq3z4 + 1
pq4z5
1 + (1− z) ·
pq4z5 + pq3z4 + 1
pq5z6
1 + (1− z) ·
p2q6z8 + pq4z5 + 1
p2q7z9


resulting, with the help of (9), in
lim
z→1
X =


1− p2q3
1 + p2q − p3q3
p2q(1 + q3)
1 + p2q − p3q3

 . (10)
When p = 1
2
, this limit evaluates to 87.32% and 12.68% respectively, cor-
responding to the probability of S and W winning the game using a fair
coin.
3.3 The game’s duration
The PGF of the number of trials to complete the game is clearly given by
m∑
j=1
Xj(z) (11)
which can be readily expanded in z to yield the corresponding probability
of the game ending in exactly i trials (the coefficient of zi). To get the
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game’s expected duration, we need to differentiate (11) with respect to z and
evaluate the result at z = 1 (again, this will require taking the z → 1 limit).
Similarly, we can find the variance, skewness, and so on, of the corresponding
distribution.
Example 3.2. The game of Example 3.1 has expected duration given by
lim
z→1
d (X1(z) +X2(z))
dz
=
1 + q3(1− q3) + p3q6 + p2(1 + p)q9
pq6(1 + p2q − p3q3)
. (12)
This yields the average number of 128.3 trials when p = 1
2
. Similarly, we get
±122.0 trials for the standard deviation.
3.4 Alternate solution
There is an interesting way to bypass (9) when finding the probability of a
Pattern winning the game.
Imagine playing the game repeatedly, without ever stopping; let yi,n de-
note the probability that Pattern i wins the game at Trial n. Provided we
have played sufficiently many games to have reached the so-called equilib-
rium, the probability of Pattern i winning a game is the same for all n,
namely
yi = lim
n→∞
yi,n.
The probability of a game ending at Trial n is also the same for all (sufficiently
large) n, and is equal to
∑m
i=1 yi. The expected duration of a single game
must then be the reciprocal of this value, namely
1∑m
i=1 yi
. (13)
Similarly, the probability of Pattern j winning a game is
yj∑m
i=1 yi
. (14)
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This will always agree with limz→1Xi(z) of Equation (9).
3.4.1 Solving for yj
To find these yj probabilities, let k be the length of Pattern j and consider
k consecutive trials after reaching equilibrium; label these Trial 1 through
Trial k. Then expand the probability of generating the symbols of Pattern
j (i.e. of String Sj) in these k trials, broken down according to the pattern
which won the game at Trial ℓ (exactly one pattern must have won during
these k trials).
Remembering that the probability of generating String Sj = s1 · · · sk is
PSj , we get by summing over all patterns and all ‘eligible’ trials:
PSj =
m∑
i=1
yi
∑
ℓǫSiSj
Psℓ+1···sk (15)
where Psℓ+1···sk is the probability of the corresponding string being completed
during the last k − ℓ trials.
Doing this for each of the m patterns provides m linear equations for y1,
y2, . . . , ym. Solving them and substituting back into (14) and (13) yields,
respectively, the probability of Patter j winning, and the expected game’s
duration.
Example 3.3. For S = TTTHTTT andW = TTHTTTTHT, the set of equations
(15) reads

 pq5 + pq4 + pq3 + 1 pq5 + q2
p2q6 + p2q5 + pq2 p2q6 + pq4 + 1

 ·

 y1
y2

 =

 pq6
p2q7


resulting in
y1 =
pq6(1− p2q3)
1 + q3(1− q3) + p3q6 + p2(1 + p)q9
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y2 =
p3q7(1 + q3)
1 + q3(1− q3) + p3q6 + p2(1 + p)q9
which leads to (12) and (10) via (13) and (14).
The advantage of this approach is that it bypasses the use of PGFs,
allowing us to deal directly with numbers, rather than polynomials. This
difference matters greatly when inverting matrices. Its shortcoming is its
inability to compute more than the probabilities of winning the game and
the expected value of the game’s duration.
3.5 Three Characters and Beyond
When using more than three characters (e.g. 1, 2, . . . , 6 with a die), the
only formula which changes, in a rather obvious manner, is (3). For example,
having three distinct possibilities for a symbol (say H, T, and R), we would
now get
PS = p
mH
H
· pmT
T
· pmR
R
where mH, mT, andmR is the number of symbols of each type found in S, and
pH, pT, and pR are the corresponding individual probabilities. The remaining
formulas require no modification.
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